Gastric outlet obstruction following percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy

A 64-year-old man with Parkinson’s disease was being treated with levodopa-carbidopa intestinal gel formulation through a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy with jejunal extension (PEG-J) tube that had been placed in 2010. In April 2014, he complained of abdominal distension, pain, bloating, food intolerance, and a pulling sensation from the PEG-J tube. At the physical examination, we observed a distended abdomen with a pronounced tympanism in the epigastric region. Externally, the PEG-J was in good condition without any sign of bad positioning despite some tension on the tube. We performed an upper endoscopy. In the stomach, we observed the PEG-J tube penetrating the gastric wall, but the inner bumper was not in its proper position. Advancing to the antrum, we realized that the bumper had migrated and was stuck in the duodenal bulb, causing gastric outlet obstruction similar to the classic “ball-valve syndrome” (Fig. 1a). We gently pulled the PEG-J tube and returned the bumper to its proper position (Fig. 1b). Advancing the scope, we noticed that the second and third portions of the duodenum were ulcerated, and the jejunal extension was apparently starting to migrate through the wall (Fig. 2). Computed tomography (CT) scan excluded duodenal wall penetration. An enteroscopy was performed and the entire PEG-J device was removed because of the risk of duodenal perforation. At the distal end of the jejunal extension there was adherent solid waste (Fig. 3), which probably acted as a stimulator of excessive peristalsis. The next day, the patient was asymptomatic and tolerated normal feeding. PEG-J is effective for patients who need administration of drugs that must be delivered directly to the duodenum or jejunum to achieve better control of absorption. Despite the risk of tube dysfunction or dislocation with PEG-J devices [1,2], this case is the first report of gastric outlet obstruction due to the occlusion of the pylorus by the inner bumper and its association with a bezoar in the jejunal extension.
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